1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Dengue virus (DENV) is an RNA virus that is transmitted into human hosts through the bite of an infected female *Aedes* mosquito. DENV belongs to the Flaviviridae family, which includes many mosquito- and arthropod-borne human viruses, including yellow fever, Japanese encephalitis, and West Nile virus. In addition to dengue fever, infection can cause serious complications such as dengue hemorrhagic fever and dengue shock syndrome. DENV affects \>200 million people worldwide, and currently there are no licensed vaccines or effective antiviral drugs for treatment of the disease.

DENV is found as one of four serotypes (DENV-1, DENV-2, DENV-3, and DENV-4), and its genome encodes for 10 proteins, including envelope (E) and precursor membrane (PrM) proteins, which constitute the outer layer of the virus. X-ray crystallography studies [@bib1] have shown that the structure of the soluble part of E consists of three domains and includes the fusion loop, which is critical for fusion of the host and viral membranes and putative receptor-binding region. The membrane-associated region of E includes an α-helical segment known as the "stem" region, which has also been shown to be critical for membrane fusion [@bib2], [@bib3], along with two transmembrane helices that anchor E to the viral membrane. The PrM protein consists of a globular domain that "caps" the fusion loop of E to prevent premature fusion [@bib4], a linker region containing a furin cleavage motif, and an α-helical membrane-associated region, including two transmembrane helices. During viral maturation, the globular domain of PrM (termed Pr) in the immature virus is cleaved, releasing Pr and resulting in the mature virus.

Like other flaviviruses, DENV goes through a number of different pH conditions and conformational states during its life-cycle. Viral assembly takes place in the high-pH environment (\~7.2) of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) of the host cell. There, heterodimers of E and PrM (E-PrM) aggregate to form a rough surface capsid composed of 60 trimer spikes of E-PrM. During subsequent transport and processing through the *trans*-Golgi network (TGN), a decrease in pH (from roughly 7 to \~6) induces a series of conformational rearrangements that results in the formation of the mature capsid [@bib5]. Structural studies based on cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) have shown that, initially, the capsid surface evolves from a "rough" [@bib4] form (\~600-Å radius) to a "smooth" (\~500-Å radius) form [@bib6] due to a change in the E-PrM oligomerization state. The immature rough capsid, formed by 60 spike-like trimers, converts to a smooth, non-infective form composed of 90 dimers.

After Pr cleavage, E becomes the only protein exposed on the viral surface, making it a critical target for dengue vaccine development. During invasion of a new host cell, E fulfills two roles: (1) it is involved in host-receptor binding and endocytosis and (2) once within the endosome, it is responsible for viral and host membrane fusion. Viral fusion is initiated by acidic conditions in the endosome. The pH drop from 7.0 to \<6.0 results in a dramatic change in the oligomeric arrangement of E on the viral envelope from the dimeric state to a trimeric state [@bib7], a behavior that is consistent with experimental observations from *in vitro* studies on the related flavivirus tick-borne encephalitis virus [@bib8], [@bib9]. Such studies have shown that E associates as dimers at neutral pH, whereas a drop in pH leads to dimer dissociation, followed rapidly by irreversible trimerization. Further studies have shown that trimerization is possible even with recombinant E proteins that lack the stem region [@bib10] and domain III [@bib11], underscoring an inherent proclivity for trimerization of the E protein at low-pH.

Despite extensive biochemical and structural knowledge on the conformational states, the dynamics and structural mechanisms underlying the pH-driven transitions during flavivirus maturation and fusion remain unclear. Some studies have suggested that the generalized ionization of multiple histidines acts to destabilize the pre-fusion conformation and drive the system towards fusion, showing that no single histidine residue is essential for viral fusion [@bib12], [@bib13]. Other studies have suggested that selective ionization of key conserved histidines drives the necessary conformational transitions, such as fusion loop exposure or dimer dissociation [@bib14], [@bib15]. Additional evidence of the importance of selective ionization over generalized destabilization of the pre-fusion conformation comes from *in vitro* studies that showing that only a decrease in pH, and not an increase in temperature or other denaturing condition, results in fusion [@bib9], [@bib16].

The pH-induced ionization of a given histidine residue is a function of the solution\'s pH and its pKa as determined by its local environment [@bib17], [@bib18]. In solution, histidine has a pKa of 6.3, but within a protein, this value can vary widely from 3 to 9, depending on the degree of burial and polar and ionic interactions with neighboring residues [@bib19]. We proposed to elucidate the mechanisms of pH-induced conformational changes in DENV using a structure-based approach to determine conformation-specific pKa values for conserved histidine residues. Through this effort, we aimed to identify the role of specific histidine residues in the flavivirus maturation and fusion and quantify the thermodynamic basis for the role of histidines in pH-induced conformational changes in DENV.

We used existing structural data in conjunction with molecular modeling in the Rosetta software suite [@bib20], [@bib21] to generate templates for three conformational states: immature-dimer, mature-dimer, and postfusion trimer. We used these templates to construct homology models for representative strains of all four DENV serotypes. We then used *in silico* structure-based pKa prediction in Rosetta [@bib22] to determine the pKa of histidine residues in each conformation and calculated the pH-dependent change in stability for each conformation based on the thermodynamic framework developed by Isom et al. [@bib23]. The Rosetta pKa algorithm has been extensively tested on a benchmark set of 264 residues across 34 proteins and predicted the pKa of ionizable residues to within 0.5 pH units in over half the cases, and within 1.5 pH units in over 90% of the cases [@bib22]. However, because pKa shifts are exquisitely sensitive to a complex array of factors including electrostatics, protein conformational fluctuations, and solvent thermodynamics, accurate pKa predictions remain extremely challenging. Our goal in using computational pKa prediction is to provide some quantitative thermodynamic basis for largely qualitative observations about the structural mechanisms underlying pH-induced conformational changes in DENV.

Our results showed that the pKa values of conserved histidine residues within E and PrM are sufficient to explain the pH-induced oligomeric and conformational transitions in both the immature and mature forms of the virus. We identified the histidine residues responsible for driving the pH-induced conformational shifts and how the local environment around these residues "tunes" their pKa values. Finally, we explored the implications of our thermodynamic model for pH-induced conformational changes within the context of a generalized mechanism for membrane fusion in flaviviruses.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Generating template structures {#s0015}
-----------------------------------

We used the homology modeling program NEST [@bib30], included in our Protein Structure Prediction Pipeline [@bib31] (PPSP), to generate three-dimensional (3-D) models for the dengue proteins E, PrM, and M. Two types of data inputs are required to produce these models: (1) a template file, usually an experimentally determined structure obtained from the Protein Data Bank [@bib32] (PDB), and (2) a pair-wise alignment between each target sequence and the template structure. We generated models using different templates to account for the conformers of E associated with high, neutral and low-pH values and also to assess the variability of different parts of the structure. The alignments were obtained using the BLAST program. Coordinates of the protein systems were derived from the experimental structures of E and PrM as shown in Supplemental [Table S1](#s0110){ref-type="sec"}. To generate missing fragments, produce complete structures for each of the four stages of DENV, and perform analyses of the final structures, we resorted to the following molecular modeling programs: the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System (Accelrys, San Diego, CA) and ECEPPAK.

After the generation of template structures using the automated homology modeling methods of NEST and PSPP, we carried out manual refinement of the structures with the following three criteria: (1) the highest resolution template would be used to define the proper atomic contacts between residue side chains whenever possible, (2) we allowed for minimal adjustments to be made to relieve atomic overlaps caused by the inclusion of residues or atoms not resolved in the experimental structures, and (3) we allowed for minimal adjustments to accommodate overlaps caused by quaternary contacts between E-PrM heterodimers.

We made refinements to the template structures manually by altering relevant dihedral angles, followed by local optimization with a simple contact potential. To generate missing fragments necessary to produce contiguous structures for each of the three conformational states, we used modeling tools in the following software: PyMol (Schrodinger), Discovery Studio (Accelrys), and ECEPPAK [@bib33], [@bib34]. We used a combination of molecular modeling and structural alignments to construct a hybrid template that contained the initial structural template merged with the modeled missing region. These hybrid templates were then manually refined as stated above followed by all-atom minimization using Rosetta (see below).

2.2. Dengue envelope homology modeling pipeline {#s0020}
-----------------------------------------------

Once the template structures for the immature dimer, mature dimer, and postfusion trimer structures were completed, we developed a high-throughput homology modeling pipeline that can rapidly generate structure for all four configurations from an input E and PrM sequence. This pipeline was written in Python and used the Pyrosetta [@bib20] interface for the Rosetta molecular modeling suite [@bib21]. First, we used clustalW to align the input query sequence to the template structure sequence. We then threaded the query sequence into the template structure by mutating any mismatched residues to that of the query sequence. We then used the rotamer packing functionality to pack all side chains in the structure. We set the packing parameters to include all original sidechain rotamers into the rotamer library (-include_current) and used an expanded rotamer set that included extra rotamers for the X1 and X2 angles (-ex1 -ex2). After side chain packing, the structure was minimized using Davidon--Fletcher--Powell minimization, allowing all backbone and side chain torsion angles to move. We used the standard full-atom score function [@bib35] modified for soft repulsive forces ("soft_rep") to carry out both packing and minimization.

DENV-3 has a two-residue deletion in the E protein corresponding to residues 156 and 157 in DENV-1, DENV-2, and DENV-4. We made the deletion in each of the template structures and then reformed the loop surrounding the deletion (defined from residue 152 to 161) using Rosetta loop modeling [@bib25]. This allowed the DENV-3 structure templates to be the appropriate length for threading of DENV-3 sequences.

We used a single representative sequence for each DENV serotype. DENV-1 was the Western Pacific strain, DENV-2 was the New Guinea C strain, DENV-3 was S221/03 strain C, and DENV-4 was the SG/06K2270DK1/2005 strain. Sequences for each strain were downloaded from GenBank and separated into E and PrM sequences as inputs for the homology modeling pipeline.

2.3. Structure-based pKa prediction {#s0025}
-----------------------------------

We carried out pKa prediction using Rosetta-pKa using a previously described protocol [@bib22]. Briefly, we first carried out pKa prediction for each conserved histidine residue in the E and PrM sequence for each serotype. In order to better accommodate conformational variations in the protein structure that result from side-chain ionization, we opted to use the enhanced side-chain sampling option which allows for the packing of all side chains within 8 Å of the selected histidine residue. We set the packing parameters to include all original side chain rotamers (-include current) as well as include extra rotamers for X1, X2, and X3 angles (-ex1 -ex2 -ex3) to maximize the available sampling of neighboring side chain conformations. We used the default score function for Rosetta-pKa to carry out packing and pKa prediction.

Rosetta pKa simulates the titration of a single ionizable residue within the context of a high-resolution protein structure using a side-chain packing algorithm that includes both protonated and de-protonated forms of all amino acids. The pH at which the free energy of the protonated state is equivalent to the free energy of the unprotonated state is reported as the pKa. Rosetta pKa [@bib22] uses a score function that approximate the free energy of folding for a given protein structure and includes terms for Van der Waals potential ($E_{\mathit{vdw}}$), implicit solvation model ($E_{\mathit{solv}}$), electrostatic potential ($E_{\mathit{elec}}$), hydrogen bonds ($E_{\mathit{hbond}}$), amino acid pairwise potential ($E_{\mathit{pair}}$), intrinsic side-chain conformation energies ($E_{\mathit{dun}}$), protonation potential ($E_{\mathit{pH}}$), and reference energies or each amino acid ($E_{\mathit{ref}}$) that are summed up to represent the free energy of the unfolded state (Eq. ([1](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"})).$$E_{\mathit{total}} = E_{\mathit{vdw}} + E_{\mathit{solv}} + E_{\mathit{elec}} + E_{\mathit{hbond}} + E_{\mathit{pair}} + E_{\mathit{dun}} + E_{\mathit{pH}} + E_{\mathit{ref}}{}$$

Rosetta pKa is a stochastic method that produces a narrow range of predicted pKa values for each histidine residue. We calculated 10 pKa values for each histidine within a structure and selected the median pKa value as the representative prediction that histidine residue. Since the dimer and trimer configurations are arranged in symmetrical fashion, there are two and three symmetrically related histidines within a single dimer or trimer (hereafter referred to as "oligomerically related" residues). We used the least shifted pKa value among the oligomerically related histidines (the lowest magnitude shift from the solution pKa of 6.3) as the representative pKa for that histidine residue position. Our rationale for this was that if multiple conformations are available to a given histidine, it would tend to adopt the conformation with the lowest free energy, which is the conformation with the least shifted pKa. Finally, we set upper and lower boundaries for the pKa prediction at 3.0 and 9.0 based on a survey of documented pKa values for histidines [@bib19].

2.4. Structure analysis and pH-dependent free energy profile {#s0030}
------------------------------------------------------------

We calculated the change in free energy of folding as a function of pH using the thermodynamic framework outlined previously [@bib23] and adapted for use in this system. Briefly, we calculated the pKa values of all conserved histidine residues in the system for the three conformational states: immature dimer, mature dimer, and postfusion trimer. We then used these pKa values with Eq. [(4)](#eq0025){ref-type="disp-formula"} (see [Section 3](#s0035){ref-type="sec"}) to generated a curve that reflects the change in free energy as a function of pH. We reported the pH-dependent free energy profile for each of three conformational states for DENV-1 through DENV-4.

Analysis of the structural models was carried out using Schrodinger\'s PyMol software. SASA was calculated in PyMol using the get_area function using a probe with a radius of 1.8 Å. We calculated the SASA for all conserved histidine residues for all four conformational states over all four DENV serotypes. We reported the SASA value for each conformational state that reflects the average across all oligomerically related histidine residues across all four serotypes.

3. Results {#s0035}
==========

3.1. pH dependence of DENV conformations {#s0040}
----------------------------------------

DENV has two major forms: an immature form and a mature form, defined by cleavage of the globular domain of Pr from PrM. After viral assembly, the immature virus is found in the dimer state in the low-pH of the TGN, where the viral surface is studded with a regular arrangement of Pr domains. The fully mature virus is found in the dimer state, after both the cleavage of Pr and release into the neutral pH of the extracellular environment. During subsequent host cell infection, the low-pH of the late endosome results in a conformational change to the postfusion trimer state, which precedes membrane fusion and infection. Because the major titratable amino acid at the pH range throughout the maturation and infection is histidine, it is theorized to play a central role in driving the pH-induced conformational changes.

We constructed a thermodynamic cycle based on studies carried out by Isom et al. [@bib23] ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}), which allowed us to evaluate the thermodynamic contribution of each histidine residue to the stability of a conformational state of the virus (immature dimer, mature dimer, and postfusion trimer). This thermodynamic cycle is analogous to the change in folding free energy associated with the substitution of a mutant amino acid in place of a wild-type amino acid. In this case, the "wild-type" amino acid is a fixed-charge unprotonated histidine (denoted by subscript 0) and the "mutant" amino acid is a pH-sensitive, ionizable histidine (denoted by subscript *i*). The cycle captures the unfolded state (*U*) and a particular folded state (*S*). Through this cycle, we can distinguish between pH-dependent and pH-independent paths for any folded conformational state of the virus and calculate the pH-dependent change in folding energy of a given conformational state $\left\lbrack {\mathrm{\Delta}\mathrm{\Delta}G_{pH}^{S}\left( {pH} \right)} \right\rbrack$ and compare these folding energies between different conformations.Fig. 1Thermodynamic cycle of pH dependence of DENV E-PrM. Thermodynamic cycle of the pH dependence of the unfolded state (*U*) and a folded state (*S*) of dengue virus in the fixed uncharged (subscript 0) state and ionizable (subscript *i*) state. The folded state (*S*) can refer to any folded conformation, including the immature dimer, mature dimer, and postfusion trimer states.Fig. 1

Based on this thermodynamic cycle, Eq. ([2](#eq0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}) describes the folding free energy of a folded state, *S*, at a given pH,${}{\Delta G}_{\mathit{fold}}^{S}({pH})$, as the sum of free energy of the folded state with fixed uncharged histidine residues, ${\Delta G}_{\mathit{fold}}^{S_{0}}$ (hereafter referred to as the intrinsic folding energy), and the ionization energies of the folded and unfolded states at that pH, ${\Delta G}_{\mathit{ion}}^{S}({pH})$ and ${\Delta G}_{\mathit{ion}}^{U}({pH})$, respectively. Isom et al. derived the contribution of a single ionizable group to stability as a function of the pH and the pKa of that group in the folded state ($\mathit{pK}_{a}^{S}$) and unfolded state ($\mathit{pK}_{a}^{U}$) [@bib23]. We extended this approach to capture the sum total of *j* ionizable groups in the protein (Eq. [(3)](#eq0015){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Finally, we expressed the pH-dependent contribution to the folding free energy of state *S* at a given pH,${}{{\Delta\Delta}G}_{\mathit{pH}}^{S}({pH})$, as the difference between the folding free energy at that pH and the intrinsic folding energy (Eq. ([4](#eq0020){ref-type="disp-formula"})), which, when combined with Eq. ([3](#eq0015){ref-type="disp-formula"}), is represented as a function of the pKa values of the ionizable groups in the folded state and unfolded state (Eq. [5](#eq0025){ref-type="disp-formula"}). In Eqs. [(2)](#eq0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(3)](#eq0015){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(4)](#eq0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(5)](#eq0025){ref-type="disp-formula"}, *R* is the gas constant and *T* is temperature.$${\Delta G}_{\mathit{fold}}^{S}{\left( {pH} \right) =}{{\Delta G}_{\mathit{fold}}^{S_{0}} + {\Delta G}}_{\mathit{ion}}^{S}{\left( {pH} \right) -}{\Delta G}_{\mathit{ion}}^{U}\left( {pH} \right)$$$$= {\Delta G}_{\mathit{fold}}^{S_{0}} + \sum\limits_{j}{- \mathit{RT}\ln\frac{{1 +}e^{{2.3(}\mathit{pH} - \mathit{pK}_{a}^{U_{j}})}}{{1 +}e^{{2.3(}\mathit{pH} - \mathit{pK}_{a}^{S_{j}})}}}$$$${{{\Delta\Delta}G}_{\mathit{pH}}^{S}\left( {pH} \right) = {\Delta G}}_{\mathit{fold}}^{S}{\left( {pH} \right) -}{\Delta G}_{\mathit{fold}}^{S_{0}} = {\Delta G}_{\mathit{ion}}^{S}{\left( {pH} \right) -}{\Delta G}_{\mathit{ion}}^{U}\left( {pH} \right)$$$$= \sum\limits_{j}{\mathit{RT}\ln\frac{{1 +}e^{{2.3(}\mathit{pH} - \mathit{pK}_{a}^{U_{j}})}}{{1 +}e^{{2.3(}\mathit{pH} - \mathit{pK}_{a}^{S_{j}})}}}$$

This approach makes two critical assumptions. First, the total contribution of pH to the stability of the protein is a sum of the individual contributions of each ionizable group. Second, the pKa of a residue in the unfolded state is equivalent to its ideal pKa (for histidine, pKa=6.3), based on a theoretical model of the unfolded state in which any ionizable residue would be solvent exposed and, thus, have no major pKa shifts.

The free energy difference between two conformational states, such as the mature dimer and postfusion trimer, includes both pH-independent and pH-dependent components. By isolating the pH-dependent component of free energy of folding, we are comparing the change in pH-dependent stability *within* each state, but we cannot determine the overall relative free energy difference *between* each state. For example, we can show that one state becomes less stable and another state becomes more stable at one pH compared to another, but we cannot determine at what pH one state becomes favored over the other, because folding energy (${\Delta G}_{\mathit{fold}}^{S_{0}}$) is not explicitly accounted for.

We used homology modeling and structure-based pKa calculations to determine the pKa of each histidine residue in each conformational state. Using the thermodynamic framework above, we can calculate the contribution of each histidine in the dengue E and PrM proteins to the pH-dependent component of folding free energy for the immature dimer, mature dimer, and postfusion trimer states. We focused the analysis on histidine residues because they are theorized to be the primary drivers of pH-induced conformational change in DENV. As such, we modeled not the overall change in pH-dependent stability, but the contribution of histidine residues to pH-dependent stability.

3.2. Structural modeling of DENV envelope proteins {#s0045}
--------------------------------------------------

The structure of DENV envelope proteins are highly complex with heterodimers of E and PrM proteins deeply intertwined with each other, each containing transmembrane regions. This topology combined with the mostly low to moderate resolution structural data available through cryo-EM makes modeling of dengue viral proteins challenging using standard methods. We developed a custom protocol for modeling dengue structures from sequence by manually constructing low-resolution templates for three conformational states (immature dimer, mature dimer, and postfusion trimer) followed by high-resolution structural refinement using the Rosetta molecular modeling package.

Supplemental [Table S1](#s0110){ref-type="sec"} shows the structures used as the basis for constructing each of the four templates. With one exception, all structures were from DENV-2. [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} shows the template structures for each of the three conformations. For the immature dimer form, we started from a low-resolution structure of the mature dimer [@bib4] followed by the addition of the pre-cleaved PrM region from a previously studied immature trimer structure [@bib24] and a superposition of the high-resolution X-ray structure of the non-membrane region of the E protein for the immature dimer. For the mature dimer, we started with the EM structure of the mature dimer [@bib14], and for the postfusion trimer we started with the EM structure of the trimer "spike" structure [@bib7]. We did not have any structural data for the membrane regions of either E or PrM proteins in the postfusion trimer, and we omitted those regions entirely.Fig. 2Template structures for DENV E-PrM conformational states. Template structures for the trimer (right) and dimer configurations for mature (bottom left) and immature (top left) DENV. Domains I, II and III of E are shown in cyan, purple, and magenta and PrM is shown in orange. The soluble portion of PrM and E are shown as surfaces, the peri- and trans-membrane helices of PrM and E are shown as cartoons.Fig. 2

For each template structure, the sequence corresponding to each of the four serotypes was threaded into the template, and the structure was optimized using a high-resolution structure refinement protocol using PyRosetta [@bib20], [@bib21]. Briefly, the side chain conformations were repacked iteratively while the protein backbone conformations were re-sampled and minimized. For DENV-3, which has a two-residue deletion in the E protein, Rosetta loop modeling [@bib25] was used to refine the shortened loop.

[Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} shows each of the three template structures and highlights the position and orientation of the E, Pr, and M regions. At the low-pH of the TGN, the immature dimer form dominates, studded with the as-of-yet uncleaved Pr domains. The mature dimer form results from the cleavage and subsequent release of Pr. Finally, during host cell invasion, the low-pH of the endosomal compartment triggers a conformational change of the mature virus particle to form a tightly packed postfusion trimer. In addition to differences in the overall oligomeric states of E-PrM, there are numerous internal conformational rearrangements within these domains that distinguish the three conformational states from each other.

3.3. Structure-based pKa calculations {#s0050}
-------------------------------------

We calculated the pKa values of each histidine in the E and PrM proteins for all four DENV serotypes in three structural states: (1) immature dimer, (2) mature dimer, and (3) postfusion trimer. We used Rosetta-pKa [@bib22], a structure-based method for pKa prediction, which uses side-chain sampling around the local environment surrounding a given histidine to predict pKa shifts. Although we calculated pKa values for all histidines, we focused our analysis on a subset of histidine residues that are conserved across all DENV serotypes to determine their potential role in driving pH-induced conformational changes in DENV. Overall, conserved histidines make up 9 of 11 histidines present in all four serotypes of E, and 2 of 10 histidines present in all four serotypes of DENV.

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} shows the pKa values for each of the conserved histidine residues in the three conformational states as determined by our Rosetta-pKa protocol. The results show that the pKa values for the conserved histidines were relatively stable across the four serotypes despite the fact that they were generated from structures based on homology modeling, suggesting that the local environments around these histidines is largely conserved across serotypes. A comparison between mature dimer and postfusion trimer states revealed significant changes in the pKa values across all four serotypes that reflect systematic changes in these local environments. Likewise, a comparison between mature and immature dimer forms of the virus also showed consistent differences in the pKa values, demonstrating that the structural differences between the mature and immature forms of the virus contribute to an altered ionization environment for these conserved histidine residues.Fig. 3Structure-based pKa predictions for DENV E-PrM. Calculated pKa values for conserved histidine residues in the immature dimer (blue), mature dimer (purple), and postfusion trimer (red) states using Rosetta-pKa. The ideal pKa value for histidine was set to 6.3, and the maximal allowable pKa range was set between 3.3 and 9.3. Each residue has four pKa values to reflect the pKa value calculated for DENV-1 through DENV-4, respectively.Fig. 3

A number of conserved histidines showed significant pKa shifts in the three conformations studied. In the immature dimer form, only H98 on PrM showed a significantly downshifted pKa. In contrast, the mature dimer showed a large number of conserved histidines, including H27, H144, H209, H244, H261, and H282 on the E protein, that all showed a significant down-shift in pKa. In the postfusion trimer, with one exception (H317), all conserved histidines showed minor pKa shifts. These pKa values were in qualitative agreement with experimental data that showed that low-pH conditions favor the dimer conformation in the immature virus and the trimer conformation in the mature virus.

3.4. pH-dependent effects on conformational stability {#s0055}
-----------------------------------------------------

We next sought to analyze these pKa shifts in the context of the thermodynamic cycle shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} to quantify the degree to which the above histidine pKa values contribute to the overall pH-dependent stability of the three conformational states. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} shows the contribution of histidine residues to the pH-dependent folding energy, ${{\Delta\Delta}G}_{\mathit{pH}}^{\mathit{His}}$, for the immature dimer, mature dimer and postfusion trimer conformations across all four DENV serotypes.Fig. 4Changes in folding free energy as a function of pH. Contribution of histidine to changes in folding energy as a function of pH (${\mathrm{\Delta}\mathrm{\Delta}G}_{\mathit{pH}}^{\mathit{His}}$) based on the predicted pKa values for conserved histidines for the immature dimer (blue), mature dimer (purple), and postfusion trimer (red) for DENV-1 through DENV-4.Fig. 4

The pH-dependent folding energy captures the *change* in folding energy as a function of pH. In the immature dimer, the folding energy is largely insensitive to changes in pH. In contrast, the mature dimer becomes significantly less stable as the pH decreases, when compared with the postfusion trimer, for all four serotypes. These results suggest that the sum total contribution of conserved histidines in the dengue E protein are responsible for a strong thermodynamic destabilization of the dimer configuration at low-pH in the mature virion.

The calculated values of pH-dependent stability are determined by the pKa values for conserved histidines in the dengue E and PrM proteins as based on structural models of each of the three major conformational states. This leads to two main conclusions: (1) changes in the local environment of the conserved histidines observed in our structural models are sufficient to explain the pH dependence that characterizes the mature dimer to postfusion trimer transition and (2) these local environments are largely conserved across all four DENV serotypes and potentially in all members of the flavivirus family.

3.5. Individual residue contributions {#s0060}
-------------------------------------

Our analysis allowed us to evaluate the relative contribution of each histidine residue and identify those residues that are primarily responsible for providing pH-dependent stabilization of the immature dimer, mature dimer, and postfusion trimer conformations. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} shows the change in the pKa of conserved histidines for two different conformational transitions: (1) the immature dimer-to-mature dimer transition that results from the cleavage of Pr and (2) the mature dimer-to-postfusion trimer transition that occurs in the late endosome. A positive ΔpK~a~ indicates an increase in pKa of that histidine residue, indicating that the residue stabilizes the conformational change at low-pH.Table 1Changes in predicted pKa values of conserved histidines in DENV.Table 1**ResidueImmature dimer → mature dimerMature dimer → fusogenic trimerΔpKa (s.d.)ΔpKa (s.d.)**H27−0.3 (0.1)+0.3 (0.1)H144−1.6 (0.7)+2.2 (0.6)H149−0.5 (0.9)+0.1 (0.5)H209−1.3 (0.6)+1.0 (0.8)H244−1.5 (0.3)+1.0 (0.2)H261−0.2 (0.5)+0.7 (0.3)H282−1.8 (0.4)+2.2 (0.5)H317+0.7 (0.3)-3.2 (0.4)H437−0.6 (0.0)+0.6 (0.0)H98 (PrM)−2.0 (0.3)+2.8 (0.3)

The change in pKa associated with the immature dimer-to-mature dimer transition reflects the effects of Pr association with E: Residues H144, H209, H244, and H282 all showed significant shifts. Likewise, the change in pKa associated with the mature dimer-to-postfusion trimer transition reflects the change in the local environment surrounding histidine residues in E as a result of trimerization. In particular, H144, H209, H244, H261, and H282 in E, and H98 in PrM showed substantial pKa shifts during trimerization. To more easily visualize the contribution of the pKa shifts of these residues to protein stability in the context of viral maturation and infection, we calculated the pH-dependent contribution to the folding free energy (based on Eq. ([4](#eq0020){ref-type="disp-formula"})) in the immature dimer, mature dimer, and postfusion trimer conformations at the appropriate environmental pH for various stages of the virus life-cycle ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 5Individual residue contributions to protein stability as a function of pH. Individual residue contributions to protein stability at low-pH and neutral pH for the immature dimer, mature dimer, and postfusion trimer shown as by bar graphs (top) and graphical representation (bottom). The various stages and respective environmental pH of the viral life cycle are shown as viral maturation \[in the trans-Golgi network (TGN)\], viral release into the extracellular environment, and host cell invasion *via* the endosome. Colors correspond to the energetic contribution to stability with red as destabilizing, gray as neutral, and blue as stabilizing. Structures of E are colored dark gray (PrM), magenta (fusion loops), and salmon (conserved histidine residues).Fig. 5

During viral maturation, in the low-pH of the TGN, where the virus is found as an immature dimer, H261, H282, and H98 (PrM) are destabilizing, whereas H244 is strongly stabilizing. As the virus is released into the neutral extracellular environment, the low-pH-induced destabilization caused by these residues is removed, along with the stabilizing effect of H244. Likewise, in the mature dimer, with Pr removed, the ionizability of these conserved histidine residues has no effect on stability. During host cell infection, the low endosomal pH leads to strong pH-induced destabilization of all six histidine residues \[H144, H209, H244, H261, H282, H98 and (PrM)\]. Finally, at low-pH, the postfusion trimer conformation largely relieves this destabilizing effect.

These results, based on conformation-specific pKa predictions, show two distinct trends with respect to individual residue contributions to stability at low-pH. The first trend is a *trimerization effect*, where the dimer form seems "primed" to become destabilized at low-pH in both the mature and immature forms of the virus. As the pH decreases, the ionizability of these conserved histidine residues -- particularly H98 (PrM), H261, H282, and H209 -- becomes increasingly destabilizing. The second trend is the *chaperone effect*, whereby the presence of Pr bound to the E protein acts as a "chaperone," stabilizing or reversing the low-pH-induced destabilization of conserved histidine residues, particularly H244, H144, and H209. The trimerization effect explains the increased relative stability of the trimer form over the dimer form at low-pH ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}), whereas the chaperone effect accounts for the lack of pH sensitivity of the immature dimer compared with the mature dimer (also in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}).

3.6. Structural mechanisms of pH-induced conformational changes {#s0065}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The pKa shifts calculated using Rosetta are a function of the local environment around a given histidine for a particular DENV protein structure in terms of both the (1) specific arrangement of polar and charged residues within that local environment, and (2) more general features, such as its overall level of solvent exposure and hydrophobicity. We explored the local environment around a subset of these conserved histidines that were determined to be most responsible for the pH-dependent conformational shifts in DENV to try to identify the structural mechanisms guiding the pKa shifts.

H144 of the E protein is found adjacent to the fusion loop in domain II. In the immature dimer, H144 interacts with E60 of PrM and has a pKa of 6.1 ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}A, *left*). In the mature dimer form, Pr cleavage removes E60, and H144 moves into a hydrophobic pocket formed by M1, I4, V151, and V321 -- along with W101 of the fusion loop -- and its pKa decreases to 4.5 ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}A, *middle*). In the postfusion trimer, a significant rearrangement results in H144 becoming almost entirely solvent-exposed while maintaining its interaction with D42 and a pKa of 6.7 ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}A, *right*). The low pKa value of H144 in the mature dimer form and its subsequent increase in the trimer is consistent with the trimerization effect that favors the postfusion trimer over the mature dimer at low-pH. Likewise, direct interaction with E60 of Pr provides a mechanism for the chaperone effect, whereby the Pr--E interactions act to increase the stability of the immature dimer at low-pH.Fig. 6Local environment of H144 and H244 in DENV E-PrM. The local environment around conserved residues H144 (A) and H244 (B), in the immature dimer (left), mature dimer (middle), and postfusion trimer (right). Median pKa values are shown in parentheses. Pr is shown in orange, and E is shown in slate and magenta. Salt bridges between positive and negatively charged residues are shown as dotted lines. Hydrophobic residue side-chains are shown as spheres.Fig. 6

H244 is found on domain II at the Pr--E interface in the immature form of DENV. In the immature dimer, H244 has a median pKa of 6.5 and forms salt bridges with D63 and D65 of Pr ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}B, *left*). In the mature dimer, with Pr removed, there is a significant rearrangement of H244, which moves inwards toward the E protein core and forms a hydrogen bond with H27 ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}B, *middle*) and adopts a pKa of 4.9. In the postfusion trimer, D244 has a median pKa of 6.3, is almost completely solvent-exposed, and forms an interaction with D249 ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}B, *right*). Like H144, H282 plays a role in both the trimerization effect, where burial and interaction with the ionizable H27 leads to destabilization of the dimer at low-pH, as well as in the chaperone effect, where intermolecular salt bridges with Pr lead to stabilization of the immature dimer at low-pH.

H282 of the E protein is found in domain I, at the interface between the stem helices of E that are thought to be critical for membrane fusion in the postfusion form of the protein. In the immature dimer, H282 interacts with the conserved K284, D417, and R106 of PrM, resulting in a subsequent decrease in the median pKa to 5.9 (Supplemental [Fig. S1](#s0110){ref-type="sec"}, *left*). In the mature dimer, after Pr cleavage, there is a shift in the location of H282, which maintains its contact with E26 but forms additional contacts with conserved hydrophobic residues L191, I414, and I415, which further decreases its median pKa to 4.1 (Supplemental [Fig. S1](#s0110){ref-type="sec"}, *middle*). Finally, in the postfusion trimer, a dramatic rearrangement leads to the release of H282 from this hydrophobic residue cluster, creates a new contact with E368, increases its solvent accessibility, and has a median pKa of 6.3 (Supplemental [Fig. S1](#s0110){ref-type="sec"}, *right*). Like H144, the increase in pKa of H282 in the postfusion trimer state is consistent with the low-pH-induced transition to the trimer form.

Finally, H98 (PrM) and the neighboring H261 and H209 of E are found at the interface of the linker that connects Pr, M, and E. In the immature dimer, H98 (PrM), H261, and H209 are largely buried and loosely packed along the interior of E ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}A) and have slightly downshifted pKa values of 5.4, 6.1, and 6.3. In the mature dimer form, conformational changes induced by the release of Pr lead to a tight packing of H98, H261, and H209 along the hydrophobic core of the E protein ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}B), which is made up of a number of highly conserved residues, including A263, A267, W206, W212, and L103. In this arrangement, these three histidine residues are not only buried within the core but are located near each other and have significantly downshifted median pKa values of 3.3, 4.5, and 4.8. Finally, in the postfusion trimer, H261 and H209 are fully or partially solvent exposed and have median pKa values of 6.2 and 6.0, respectively; whereas H98 (PrM), which is not modeled in the structure, is assumed to be either solvent-exposed or disordered and, thus, has a pKa of 6.3. The tight packing of these three residues, H98 (PrM), H261, and H209, within the hydrophobic core of E in the mature dimer, followed by the subsequent release toward solvent in the fusogenic trimer, contributes significantly to the destabilization of the mature dimer at low-pH.Fig. 7Local environment of H98 (PrM), H209, and H261 in DENV E-PrM. The local environment around conserved residues H98 (PrM), H209, and H261, as well as neighboring H27 and H244 in the immature (left) and mature (right) dimer. Median pKa values are shown in parentheses. The coloring and format is identical to [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 7

3.7. Solvent accessibility of conserved histidine residues in DENV {#s0070}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Solvent accessibility is a critical feature of the local residue environment that determines its pKa: The more solvent-exposed a residue is, the more likely it is to have a pKa comparable to the solution state or an ideal pKa value [@bib19]. We calculated the SASA for each of the conserved histidine residues for each conformational state for all four DENV serotypes. [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} shows the median values from these calculations and Supplemental [Fig. S2](#s0110){ref-type="sec"} shows the SASA in the structures of the immature dimer, mature dimer, and postfusion trimer.Table 2Solvent-accessible surface area for conserved histidine residues.Table 2**ResidueImmature dimer (Å**^**2**^**)Mature dimer (Å**^**2**^**)Fusogenic trimer (Å**^**2**^**)**H27491943H144102185H149110110148H209362138H244754390H2610678H2820263H31738253H437143100148H98 (PrM)102153Total471354889

Overall, there are large systematic shifts in the degree to which conserved histidine residues are solvent-accessible during the different stages of the viral life cycle. In the immature dimer, the total SASA for conserved histidine residues is 471 Å^2^. The transition to the mature dimer leads to a decrease to 354 Å^2^, whereas the transition to the postfusion trimer leads to a large increase in the SASA to 889 Å^2^. An illustration of the SASA in the context of the protein structures is shown in Supplementary [Fig. S2](#s0110){ref-type="sec"}. These results show a \>2-fold increase in the solvent exposure of conserved histidine residues between the dimer and trimer in the mature virus. Since solvent exposure of these residues is largely a consequence of the general fold and topology of the E protein in these conformational states, as opposed to the individual atomic-level interactions of these histidine residues, it underscores a general feature of the dimer conformation: Buried histidine residues "prime" this conformation to be unstable at low-pH.

3.8. Conservation of structural mechanisms underlying pKa {#s0075}
---------------------------------------------------------

We sought to determine how conserved the electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions between these histidine residues were within both DENV sequences and the entire flavivirus family. We carried out a multiple sequence alignment of 23 representative flavivirus sequences (shown in [Supplementary Table 2](#s0105){ref-type="fn"}). Supplementary [Fig. 3](#s0110){ref-type="sec"} shows the multiple sequence alignment of the flavivirus sequences for both the PrM and E proteins and highlights conserved histidine residues, the fusion loop motif in E, and the furin cleavage site in PrM. In addition to the conserved histidine residues, it also highlights the amino acids identified above as being responsible for altering the local environment and shifting the pKa for H98 in PrM and H282 and H144 in E. The figure also shows the consensus sequence for DENV seqeunces and all flaviviruses and identifies conserved residues in both cases (denoted by either the residue letter in cases of identity or by a + in cases of similarity).

The results of the sequence alignment illustrate that flavivirus sequences show significant diversity, with only 20% of the sequence being identical and with 42% similarity across the entire family. In contrast, the residues forming interactions with the conserved histidine residues described above show significantly higher rates of conservation in the flavivirus family. H282 interacts with E26, D417, and R106 (PrM) in the immature dimer and hydrophobic residues I414 and I415 in the mature dimer. All these residues are either identical or highly similar in all flaviviruses. H144 interacts with R9, D42, E368, and E60 (PrM) in the dimer state for both the immature and mature forms of the virus, whereas H244 interacts with D63 and D65 of Pr. These residues were completely conserved among all sequences we analyzed. Likewise, in the dimer form, H98 (PrM) and H261 are buried in a hydrophobic core formed by residues A263, A267, W206, W212, and L103. Again, this hydrophobic region is conserved across the flavivirus family. These results show that the pKa shifts observed for these residues are the result of highly conserved interactions within their local environment -- interactions that change systematically during the maturation and fusion.

4. Discussion {#s0080}
=============

In the present study, we sought to use structure-based calculations of pKa values for conserved histidine residues to elucidate the thermodynamic basis for pH-induced conformational changes in the immature and mature forms of the DENV envelope. We used existing low-to-moderate resolution crystallography and cryo-EM structural data to generate template models for three conformational states: immature dimer, mature dimer, and postfusion trimer. We then generated high-resolution homology models for all four DENV serotypes and carried out structure-based pKa prediction using Rosetta-pKa for each histidine residue in the context of all three conformational states. We integrated the pKa values into a thermodynamic framework developed by Isom et al. to calculate pH-dependent changes in stability of the immature dimer, mature dimer, and postfusion trimer for a pH range of 3.0--9.0. We showed that stability of the immature dimer conformation are only weakly sensitive to pH. In contrast, the dimer state of the mature form of the virus is highly sensitive to pH and exhibits strong destabilization at a low-pH.

We identified two pH-dependent effects on the conformational landscape of the dengue E protein. First and foremost was that the *trimerization effect*, in which the dimer form -- and particularly the mature dimer -- showed large pH-dependent instability at low-pH. Second was the *chaperone effect*, by which Pr--E interactions in the immature virion mitigated the destabilizing effects of low-pH in the immature dimer. Our pKa analysis identified several histidine residues -- including H98 in PrM, along with H144, H209, H244, H261, and H282 -- as responsible for the trimerization effect, destabilizing the mature dimer at low-pH, while a subset of these residues, H144, H244, and H209, was responsible for the chaperone effect stabilizing the immature dimer at low-pH.

Since the predicted pKa shifts of histidine residues are a function of the local environment, we explored the protein structure around these residues to identify the mechanisms that underlie these pKa shifts. We showed that the trimerization effect is caused by H98 (PrM), H209, and H261, and was largely the result of the formation of a tightly packed hydrophobic core in E in the mature dimer that closely integrated these three ionizable residues within it. Furthermore, we showed that there was a systematic increase in the degree of solvent accessibility of a number of additional histidine residues, including H144, H244, and H261, between the mature dimer and postfusion trimer forms. This agrees with an experimental study that found that the degree of burial within a protein was a key determinant of histidine pKa values [@bib19].

These findings are corroborated in previous studies of flaviviruses. Zhang et al. observed that the E--M interface includes H98 (PrM), H209, and H261, packed within a conserved hydrophobic region between E and M, and postulated that low-pH would destabilize this E--M interface [@bib14]. Mutagenesis studies of histidine residues homologous to H209 and H261, and to a greater extent, H144 and H244 in the related West Nile virus led to a significant reduction in infection [@bib13]. A similar study carried out in tick-borne encephalitis virus found that a single mutation at H317 and a double mutation at H244/H282 showed decreased viral fusion [@bib12]. Furthermore, both studies showed that no single histidine residue was absolutely essential for infection, supporting the finding that the aggregate effect of multiple histidines is responsible for the pH-dependent conformation changes in DENV. Finally, previous molecular dynamics studies have highlighted the role of electrostatics in destabilizing the mature dimer conformation at low-pH [@bib26], [@bib27], and the stabilizing role of solvation energy on the trimer conformation [@bib28].

We showed that the chaperone effect driven by H144, H244, and H209 was the result of conformational changes between the immature and mature dimer form, largely due to the release of Pr. H144 and H244; and that they form a number of stabilizing intermolecular interactions with Pr. All three residues show significant degrees of burial into neighboring hydrophobic pockets after the removal of Pr. H144 becomes buried in a hydrophobic pocket that includes W101 of the fusion loop and a shifted V151. H244 moves deeper inside the E--E interface and forms a direct interaction with H27. H209 forms a part of a hydrophobic core of E that is more tightly packed in the mature dimer than in the immature dimer.

Previous studies of the chaperone effect of Pr largely agree with our findings. *In vitro* studies have found that the presence of Pr stabilizes the dimer form of E at low-pH and dissociates from E at neutral pH [@bib6]. In a cryo-EM study, Li et al. observed that the Pr--E interface is formed by salt bridges, including the conserved D63 in Pr with H244 in E [@bib4]. Zhang et al. postulated that an increase in pH leads to the loss of the H244-D63 salt bridge followed by unbinding of E [@bib14], which was later supported by a study that showed that H244A mutation leads to a loss of E--Pr interactions *in vitro* [@bib29]. Finally, results from comprehensive mutagenesis of E suggested that H144, along with H149 and H317 function as a switch that triggers the exposure of the fusion loop in the mature dimer [@bib15].

5. Conclusion {#s0085}
=============

This study represents an attempt to integrate atomic-scale models of the dengue envelope protein with biophysics and computational biology to identify structural mechanisms that underlie key aspects of viral maturation and fusion. Rapid advances continue to be made in our understanding of the structural biology of flaviviruses, and as additional information on intermediate structures becomes available, they can be used to more clearly define the thermodynamics and pH dependence of the flavivirus life-cycle.
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